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About This Game

【Intro】

A game about romancing monks?! All the romanceable characters are monks?!
Sweet yet seductive! The untainted body and soul that only you can touch…

PS: The game is set in an alternate history with an alternate religion.

【Hair Switch】

If it doesn’t suit your taste then shave their hair off! There’s actually a unique option to control the male characters’ hair at will!

【"Awful" Characters】

Completely fixated on training yet a lover of all things fuzzy denpa Zhikong, the outwardly charming yet inwardly shy frugal
housewife Huihai, the martial artist clean freak and tsundere ponytail Ziqing, there’s surely someone who will interest you.

No one is normal?!

【Performance】

Lively visual performance, some CGs are even partially animated!
Lost in Secular Love that was initially released on 2014 is now finally on Steam! The ban against livestreaming and/or recording
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gameplay has also been lifted! Anyone is welcome to record/livestream gameplay!
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Title: Lost in Secular Love
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
YETU GAME
Publisher:
YETU GAME
Release Date: 28 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: windows xp

Processor: 1000MHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Memory 128Mb

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1500 MB available space

Sound Card: Built-in Sound Card

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Quite repetetive but to some extend enjoyable.

I recommend buying it starting at 9$.. Fantastic game, great addition for any horror fan. The puzzles can be a bit tricky and the
creepiness of the hotel itself as you explore the rooms is outstanding. Don't play it in the dark, though, might creep yourself out
a bit. There's actually a lot more to do in the game than you would expect with a point and click. Loved every second of Dark
Fall. Can't wait to play the next game. Definitely worth a repeat playing.. if you have more money to buy indie or casual plz try
to buy onder not this game bad codeing and lot of bug borning no level up or skill to play more i play at level 5 got clash 9 time.
I really wanted a mix of Lemmings and The Incredible Machine, and I think my expectations for this title were too high. It has a
decent amount of polish, but I was immediately turned off by two things.

First, the way the mid-solution changes were implemented: Solutions that require mid-play changes \u00e0 la lemmings can be
fun, but the number of creatures on either side of a solution were never balanced with a massive amount of input creatures and
generous success requirements. There are design decisions present in the original lemmings game that the designers should have
paid more attention to. Rats developing advanced behaviors in a lab \u00e0 la lemming jobs is a goldmine for neat behavior, but
I didn't see that theme developed mechanically.

Second, the actual changes made to the level are boring: I wasn't entertained enough to make it past world 1, but the initial
puzzles merely involve dropping or destroying tetrominos on the play field instead of something more creative. Give the player
something more interesting to do than placing\/removing blocks. A fan to blow rats up several levels would accomplish the same
goal as a tetromino but with more interest and future solution complications.

Maybe this gets better past the tutorial, but I'd rather spend my time on other games.. If you didn’t like the controls of the
original Cobalt but did like the aesthetics, this is just for you.. First stealth game I ever played and it still gives me miniheart
attacks like missing one step while going down the stairs.. Very nice nostalgic dungeon crawler, reminded much of the EoB
1&2, Dungeon Hack and Lands of Lore 1 games. Good music, and feeling. Absolutely a must have for old school RPG fans.
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Didn't finish what I'm guessing waz the final level, gave it a good 8 or so tries.. switched sum thingz around, kause u kan freely
switch upgradez between defenses.. no dice, movin on..

I still recommend this game to tower defense fans kause it haz a fine feel and good look.. I like the difficulty, I waz never too
comfortable taking a bite of that pie ya know..

I didn't like the lack of information, especially coupled with the difficulty..

It's a simple Tower Defense that's really only recommendable to the type of Tower Defense fans that are only reading reviews to
make sure the game workz... it workz... it's pretty much the lowest possible recommend.. DEEP DISCOUNT, just wait..
PEACE=]. A damn good SHMUP game.. Really nice game. Good fun!!! Thanx. For the quality the price is unbeatable. Its fun.
It looks and runs great.

Pay the man.

Pay the man so he keeps making games.. Jump was screenshot
Did one mission got 45 screenshots
11/10. This is a shmup (side scrolling) that looks like it's been made in Flash. It's not retro-pixel styled, which is about the only
good thing going for it.

Controls are oversensitive and don't seem to have been optimised for keyboard. There's no graphics settings to speak of. What's
worse, if you have a 4K monitor it will display with incorrect DPI settings... disabling that for compatibility makes the game run
both pillarboxed and letterboxed in the middle of the screen.

If the developers can't be bothered with even basic testing to make sure the game displays properly on modern systems, I can't
be bothered recommending people buy it.. Good different kind of entertaining game, i personally am a single player kind of
player these days.
I hope the developers if they see this make a campaign of some kind, would be really good.

Still is in early access, but i have played 1 hour (offline) and i enjoyed it.
7.5/10 for now ;). The game looked interesting, so I took a chance on it. I didnt even really get started before I found there was
noway to turn off the slide locomotion. no custom controls at all. I can't play with slide, makes me feel kinda sick. Hard to
believe they make these games with no way to turn it off, Lots of people don't care for, everyone should have a choice.
. I really wanted to like this, it looked like a lot of fun. That said, I ended up disappointed.

The Good:
Well made environments.
Good physics engine.
An interesting take on an inventory system.
Good sounds and ambience.

The Odd:
Because the items in your hands retain physics collision, some interesting things can happen.
The melee weapons are much more powerful than the gun.
You can wear hats however you want on your head since they are placeables.
You grab things with the trigger, and release with the grip, which is fine with items, but it also uses this for world items, like
drawers and doors.

The Ugly:
Blurry, I run an I7 7600k, with 32 gb of ddr4 ram, and an Nvidia 1070gtx, yet the visuals are blurry.
Options page, as of writing this, does not work.
No saves or checkpoints as far as I could find, if you quit, or crash, its start from scratch along with a fairly long boat ride in
which you can't do anything.
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The enemy ai is... inscrutable. Half the time it would just walk by me, the other times, it seemed to come at me from a great
distance, and I could find no rhyme or reason to why.
Only one movement option, which is head orientation sliding.

All told, this game feels like it needed more development time.
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